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ABSTRACT 

This study takes an in-depth look at the characteristics of engagement on the 
International Olympic Committee’s Facebook fan page during the London 2012 
Olympic Games. Posts with the highest level of participation (‘Like’, ‘Comment’ 
or ‘Share’) are those containing photos, offering content related to the opening 
and closing ceremonies, referring to the most famous athletes or showing light-
hearted content. In terms of gender, the level of participation is generally higher 
among women, especially from the United States and the United Kingdom (higher 
than 60%). Exceptions to the predominance of female interaction with Olympic 
content are those cases of people whose Facebook profile language settings are 
French, German or Thai. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The London 2012 Olympic Games were the first ever Summer Olympics on social media and 
the first major global sporting event in which social networking sites (SNSs) were massively 
used to foster the public’s active participation (Fernández Peña & Ramajo, 2014). In July 
2012, Facebook had 1 billion users worldwide and an average of 618 million active daily 
users (Facebook, 2012:5). During the London 2012 Olympic Games, users published more 
than 116 million posts and ‘Comments’ according to Facebook’s official data (Frank & 
Williams, 2012), which represents an unprecedented ability to engage users in creating and 
spreading content. 

At the London 2012 Olympic Games, the International Olympic Committee (IOC) 
implemented strategies to foster engagement that had already been tried out and, by that time, 
it already had a sizeable community of fans – 3.1 million Facebook followers at the start of 
the Olympics (Wildfire Monitor, 2014). It, therefore, began to reap the rewards of its first 
foray into Facebook in January 2010, just one month before the start of the Vancouver 2010 
Olympic Games (Fernández Peña, 2011; Fernández Peña & Ramajo, 2014). At the same time, 
the London 2012 Olympic Games attracted the largest global television audience ever, with 
nearly 3.6 billion viewers worldwide (IOC, 2012:4). 

Few global events draw as much global attention worldwide as the Summer Olympic Games, 
which have become a highly significant global cultural phenomenon (Young & Wamsley, 
2005). According to the former President of the IOC, Jacques Rogge, there is no other 
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modern-day mega event in which the unity of time and place inherent to Greek theatre is 
reproduced than the Olympic Games; an event in which the world’s best athletes compete, all 
together in the same city, at the same time, for a limited period of two weeks (Dittrich, 2013). 
This feature, together with the outstanding ability of sport to convey emotions, the 
extraordinary artistic beauty of the athlete’s endeavours and the unpredictability of the 
outcome, makes sport in general and the Olympic Games in particular an unparalleled global 
audio-visual communication product (Fernández Peña & Lallana, 2011). 

This study analyses all posts on the IOC’s official Facebook page, entitled “The Olympic 
Games”, and examines how their content managed to actively engage fans in the page during 
the London 2012 Olympic Games. Our attention is focused on analysing what type of content 
fostered higher levels of user participation, at what moment in time and through what kind of 
strategies. We will also take a look at the profiles of these users, analysing their gender and 
the language settings of their Facebook accounts. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

New nature of communication of social networking sites 
The new communication nature of the Web, Veá is written in its DNA: its ability to combine 
content in a variety of formats, its geographically and temporally unlimited availability and 
accessibility, and its simple, user-friendly navigability (Berners-Lee & Fischetti, 2000; Veá, 
2013) produce a change in relationships between the senders and receivers, as described in 
classic communication models. In the new communication paradigm, communication ceases 
to be unidirectional and becomes a conversation. In conversations, human, direct and honest 
language has to be used (Weinberger et al., 2009). The information flowing between people 
creates markets consisting of people, who are getting smarter and less permeable to 
traditional advertising (Weinberger et al., 2009). These assertions form the cornerstone of 
what O’Reilly (2007) termed ‘Web 2.0’. Within this concept, users play a fundamental role, 
organised in a network, and they treat software as a service that is capable of operating on 
devices other than personal computers. This laid the foundation of the so-called ‘participatory 
culture’, in which users interact with media, shaping virtual communities (Jenkins et al., 
2013) and “sometimes shaping coverage and outcomes” (Nee, 2015:78). Within it, user-
generated content plays a fundamental role since it is key to the public’s active participation 
(Jenkins, 2006). 

SNSs like Facebook have emerged within this communication context, and are defined as 
Internet platforms with personal profiles. They directly connect people with each other and 
with organisations by means of public or semi-public profiles (Boyd & Ellison, 2007; Boyd 
& Ellison, 2013). For Musial and Kazienko (2012:33), two key elements define social 
networks: “The finite set of nodes (actors) and edges (ties) that link these nodes”. Other 
specific characteristics of SNSs are their ability to incorporate elements from other social 
media (YouTube, videos, photos or maps), to allow opinions on content to be expressed by 
means of comments or votes (Kim et al., 2010) and their ability to combine previous internet 
communication devices, such as chat, instant messaging and e-mail (Musial & Kazienko, 
2012). Rains and Brunner (2015:116) add two new characteristics: “(1) interpersonal 
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communication is the primary activity (Thelwall, 2009) and (2) SNSs include – but are not 
limited to capabilities (broadcasting messages, photo sharing, social gaming, etc.) that 
distinguish more focused genres of technologies privileging user-generated content”. 

Engagement on Facebook 
In this social media environment, defined by the lead role that users have in creating and 
distributing messages, the key term is “engagement”, which refers to the public’s 
participation or to its level of involvement in posts published by a third-party, be it an 
organisation, firm or individual (Fernández Peña & Ramajo, 2014). From the corporate 
marketing perspective, engagement is defined as “a behavioral manifestation toward the 
brand or firm that goes beyond transactions” (Verhoef et al., 2010:247), and includes all 
consumer-to-firm interactions and consumer-to-consumer communications about the brand” 
(Gummerus et al., 2012:858). Within this context, engagement can be viewed as a cognitive 
and affective link to a brand or product that a website or application embodies (Mollen & 
Wilson, 2010). Thus, user engagement turns out to be one of the main objectives of any firm, 
organisation or institution with a presence on Facebook. By its very nature, Facebook elicits 
an active response from the public. 

On Facebook, the various actions expressing engagement or participation define a graduated 
scale of lesser to greater engagement, that is to say, the user’s level of activity (Coromina & 
Prado, 2015). Basically, there are three options for the public to participate in a post 
published by an individual, a firm or an organisation: ‘Like’, ‘Comment’ and ‘Share’. A 
‘Like’ is an action with a lower level of activity and is less demanding on the user, but this 
does not mean that the entire Facebook user base uses it. According to Hampton et al. (2012), 
only 33% of Facebook users in the United States do so, or that it is an inconsequential action: 
“A click on the ‘Like’ button transforms users’ affective, positive, spontaneous responses to 
web content into connections between users and web objects and quanta of numbers on the 
‘Like’ counter” (Gerlitz & Helmond, 2013:1358). While ‘Shares’ also indicate acceptance, 
they above all enable messages to be spread more widely. A ‘Share’ is associated with the 
concept of spreadability (Jenkins et al., 2013) and with the idea of influence, because it 
enables content and ideas to be distributed beyond the users’ direct relationships (Christakis 
& Fowler, 2009). However, if the user does not add any text, the level of user effort involved 
in a ‘Share’ is similar to that of a ‘Like’. Finally, the most active user behaviour is a 
‘Comment’, which indicates a reaction and higher level of engagement, but not necessarily 
one of positive acceptance, because ‘Comments’ are quite often used as spaces for criticism 
and discussion. A content analysis is therefore necessary in order to find out more about the 
tone of the conversation. 

Each of the three actions also plays a particular role in the content-spreading mechanisms of 
the platform itself: ‘Likes’ are visible in the notification system, ‘Shares’ post content on the 
user’s wall, which is integrated into friends’ Timelines, and ‘Comments’ are also activated in 
the notification system. User engagement is crucial for Facebook to function properly, 
because it serves to articulate the platform’s entire posting and social apparatus (Gerlitz & 
Helmond, 2013). 
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Gender and use of Facebook 
Generally, the use of Facebook is not evenly split between men and women, as women are in 
the majority on this SNS. According to Hampton et al. (2011), 58% of Facebook users are 
women. In December 2012, two-thirds of American adults (67%, to be precise), were 
Facebook users (Rainie et al., 2013). However, if we take a closer look at the split by gender 
in 2012, we find that, of all Americans with an Internet presence, 62% of men and 72% of 
women were on Facebook (Duggan & Brenner, 2013). This difference between genders 
continued in 2013 and 2014, when 66% were men and 76% were women (Duggan et al., 
2015). 

Along these lines, a study based on a sample of 600 university students found that women 
were more likely than men to ‘Like’ Facebook status updates. In addition, women displayed 
higher levels of emotional support than men did (Joiner et al., 2014). However, the findings 
of research conducted on small samples or centred on the United States should be viewed 
with a degree of caution because of the inherent global nature of Facebook and the cultural 
specificities of each country. This is all the more important if we take into account that 80% 
of Facebook users live outside the United States and that the platform is available in more 
than 70 languages (Caers et al., 2013). 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

• What type of multimedia content (link, photo, question, status or video) managed to 
generate higher levels of fan participation in “The Olympic Games” page? (http:// 
www.facebook.com/olympics) 

• Which of the posts published by “The Olympic Games” on Facebook managed to 
generate higher levels of fan participation during the London 2012 Olympic Games, and 
what was their nature? 

• Is there any difference in nuance between content items that generate more ‘Likes’, 
‘Comments’ or ‘Shares’, or are they indicators that result in the idea of popularity? 

• What relationships are there between active participation in “The Olympic Games” page 
and gender? 

• What relationships are there between active participation in “The Olympic Games” page 
and the language settings of users’ Facebook pages? 

METHODOLOGY 

One hundred and fifty-five posts were selected for this study. This was the total number of 
posts published by the IOC during the Olympic Games, that is to say, from 27 July 2012 (the 
day of the opening ceremony) to 12 August 2012 (the day of the closing ceremony). 

Data was gathered on Facebook content and user engagement using a programme for data 
extraction and analysis called Netvizz, which was developed and designed for scholarly use. 
Netvizz functions in a similar manner to other platform applications. It accesses data via 
Facebook’s Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), which are simply a development 

http://www.facebook.com/olympics
http://www.facebook.com/olympics
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environment that regulates data access for third-party applications in accordance with the 
platform’s terms and conditions of access (Rieder, 2013). The application systematically and 
automatically accesses Facebook page and group data, observing Facebook’s privacy 
conditions and the users’ settings. After selecting the page in question – in our case, the “The 
Olympic Games” Facebook fan page – and the analysis period, we obtained several files 
summarising the users’ activity on the page and the ‘Comments’, which we used to produce 
the engagement summary tables and corresponding charts. We also used the OpenRefine 
application to clean up and format the data in order to obtain the users’ gender and language 
settings. 

Netvizz re-uses the technical and analytical features of digital platforms to obtain datasets 
that can then be explored to analyse cultural and social phenomena. Instead of taking recourse 
to the traditional methodologies used in the Social Sciences and adapting them (making them 
digital), Netvizz employs digital research methods that make use of computerised data and 
processes in order to study the medium, based on its native platforms, devices, formats and 
objects. In other words, the particularities of new media can be transformed into a specific 
method by studying digital objects, such as links, APIs, search results and other characteristic 
elements of social media (Rogers, 2012). However, this option is not risk free: on the one 
hand, it means introducing methodological assumptions exogenous to the Social Sciences, 
because the indicators are representative of computerised processes and, on the other, not 
being able to avoid the limitation represented by the fact that these data and processes are 
preformatted to suit the operational needs of the platform from which they are obtained, 
which often implies an analytical bias (Marres & Weltevrede, 2013). These limitations are 
especially evident when it comes to addressing the research questions, thereby preventing us 
from making extrapolations beyond the platform. However, it offers several important 
advantages: it facilitates data gathering and coding, and provides us with a privileged vantage 
point from which to observe and better understand digital objects and their role in the 
platforms’ dynamics (Marres, 2012). 

In keeping with that idea, the starting point for this study is the definition of post formats that 
the API offers: status (100% text content), photo (text + image), link (text + URL), music 
(text + audio), video (text + video) and question. Each of these categories indicates a specific 
content format. We also used the platform’s indicators to represent engagement, which is 
understood as the users’ interactions with content, which constitute the visibility and posting 
apparatus of it: ‘Like’, ‘Comment’ and ‘Share’. 

RESULTS 

Content and engagement  
The 155 posts published by the IOC generated the participation of 819,592 users, who made 
56,812 ‘Comments’. During the London 2012 Olympic Games, the IOC posted content on its 
Facebook page in five different formats: link, photo, question, status and video. As shown in 
Table 1, photo was the most common format (92.9%), accounting for most of the engagement 
generated by active users. 
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Table 1. ENGAGEMENT AND POST FORMAT 

Post Format ‘Post’ ‘Likes’ ‘Comments’ ‘Shares’ 
Link 3 3,395 145 388 
Photo 144 2,429,429 52,993 227,783 
Question 3 13 3 0 
Status 4 23,805 3,637 358 
Video 1 632 34 108 
Total 155 2,457,274 56,812 228,637 

Source: Own elaboration based on data extracted using Netvizz from the IOC’s official page. 

 

If we calculate the mean of the indicators of engagement generated by each post format, 
photo continues to stand out in terms of ‘Likes’ (16,871) and ‘Shares’ (1,582). Regarding 
‘Comments’ status , however, was the format that stood out the most, with a mean of 909.3, 
despite the fact that only four posts were published in this format. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Own elaboration created with RAW tool and based on data extracted using Netvizz from IOC’s official page. 

Figure 1. CONTENT AND ENGAGEMENT 

Figure 1 graphically shows the posting activity and engagement generated by each of the 
posts published on “The Olympic Games” Facebook page. The horizontal axis represents the 
post date and the vertical axis represents the number of ‘Shares’ generated by each post. Each 
circle corresponds to a post, and its diameter represents the number of ‘Likes’. The colour 
reflects the number of ‘Comments’ on a colour scale, where green corresponds to a lower 
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number of ‘Comments’ and red to higher conversation intensity. This chart was produced 
using RAW, an online tool developed and maintained by DensityDesign Research Lab at the 
Politecnico di Milano, which is based on the d3.js library (DensityDesign Research Lab., 
2015).  

The different-sized visual representations in this chart clearly show how a small number of 
posts accounts for a level of engagement that is considerably higher than the rest. We can 
therefore say that these posts attract most of the user interaction. These posts coincide with 
very specific moments and amusing stories of the London 2012 Olympic Games. For 
example, a cultural moment – the opening ceremony – turns out to be the event that seems to 
generate the highest impact on Facebook users. During the sporting competition, Michael 
Phelps’ first medal (2 August), the South African athlete Oscar Pistorius’ participation in the 
400m hurdles (4 August), and the Chinese athlete Qin Kai’s dive in the 3m springboard semi-
final (7 August) were some of the moments with the most ‘Shares’ and ‘Comments’. The 
leader board of moments with the most ‘Shares’ is completed by a reminder of London 1908 
Olympics (10 August) and, right at the very top, by the closing ceremony (12 August). This 
content, which combined the text “We will rock you!!!! D” with a spectacular image of the 
London Olympic Stadium, generated around 10,483 ‘Shares’ and 1,140 ‘Comments’. The 
chart also shows how the content posted and the ability to engage users picked up momentum 
as the Olympics progressed. 

These observations are complemented by Figure 2 (to follow), which shows the Top 3 
content items that generated the most engagement in each of the platform’s operational 
categories: ‘Like’, ‘Comment’ and ‘Share’. As shown, the post with the highest number of 
‘Likes’ was the opening ceremony, followed by a photo of Michael Phelps before the 
competition and after winning the first gold medal.  

Among the content with the most ‘Shares’, the Olympic stadium lit up with an image of the 
Union Jack came out top, followed by a photo of the springboard diving competition and then 
a photo of the fireworks during the opening ceremony. Among the content with the most 
‘Comments’, we once again find that Michael Phelps’ first medal came top, followed by Qin 
Kai’s dive and then a short message encouraging Facebook users to show their support for 
their favourite athletes. 

Profiling users by language and gender 
Based on the data extracted, we attempted to profile the 819,592 unique users that actively 
participated in the IOC’s Facebook page during the London 2012 Olympic Games. In Table 
2, the users are classified by gender (male, female and unknown) and by the language settings 
of their personal Facebook accounts. It should be borne in mind that when users register their 
Facebook profiles for the first time, the default language setting is the one that prevails in 
their place of origin. If it is not their preferred language, users have to actively change the 
language setting. Thus, while this indicator is not the best way of establishing geographic 
attributions, it does give us some idea of their provenance. Facebook is available in many 
language variants that users can set (Facebook, 2013).  
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In this study, we found 108 languages, showing that user participation in the IOC’s Facebook 
page was worldwide. In order to simplify the presentation of these data, Table 2 (TO 
FOLLOW)shows the 10 most common language categories. 

The predominant language was American English, with 487,210 active fans (59.4%), 
followed by British English with 124,671 users (15.2%), and then by French of France and 
Latin American Spanish (each accounting for 4.6% of the total). Regarding gender, 60.8% of 
active users were female and 38.4% were male. 
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Source: Own elaboration using screenshots of posts identified using Netvizz. 

Figure 2. TOP THREE ‘LIKES’, ‘SHARES’ AND ‘COMMENTS’ 
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Table 2. ACTIVE USER PARTICIPATION: LANGUAGE AND GENDER ON 
‘OLYMPIC GAMES’ FACEBOOK PAGE 

 Female Male Unknown Total 

Language No. % No. % No. % No. % 

English (US) 317,152 65.1 167,254 34.3 2,804 0.6 487,21 59.4 

English (GB) 75,349 60.4 48,746 39.1 576 0.5 124,671 15.2 

French (FR) 18,459 48.5 19,423 51.0 192 0.5 38,074 4.6 

Spanish (LA) 19,707 52.5 17,495 46.6 307 0.8 37,509 4.6 

Deutsch (DE) 10,199 48.1 10,952 51.6 71 0.3 21,222 2.6 

Spanish (ES) 4,710 50.6 4,568 49.1 23 0.2 9,301 1.1 

Portuguese (PT) 3,803 57.6 2,776 42.1 22 0.3 6,601 0.8 

Portuguese (BR) 3,557 55.8 2,811 44.1 9 0.1 6,377 0.8 

Italian (IT) 3,556 55.9 2,78 43.7 24 0.4 6,36 0.8 

Thai (TH) 2,899 47.1 3,235 52.6 22 0.4 6,156 0.8 

Others 38,595 52.1 35,167 47.5 307 0.4 74,069 9.0 

Unknown     2,042 100 2,042 0.2 

Total 497,986 60.8 315,207 38.5 6,399 0.8 819,592 100 

Source: Own elaboration based on data extracted using Netvizz from the IOC’s official page. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Social network managers know that the photo format has the greatest ability to generate ‘soft’ 
engagement (‘Likes’), and it is due to this ability that it was also the most common post 
format (144) on The Olympic Partner (TOP) Facebook fan page, with more than 2.4 million 
interactions over the 17 days of the Olympics. These results are consistent with the 
participation dynamics recorded for the Olympic Movement since the outset, starting with the 
Vancouver 2010 Olympic Games (Fernández Peña, 2011). We have also seen how text 
content receives a higher number of ‘Comments’ on average. This can be explained by the 
fact that user participation is encouraged through questions that require specific answers. For 
example, one of posts with the highest number of ‘Comments’ (1,500) contained the text: 
“Olympic Fans! Who are you going to cheer for today?” 

In the era of the ‘click’, of immediacy, the most widespread form of engagement is the 
behaviour requiring the least effort, the ‘Like’. As shown in Table 1, photos generate the 
highest number of ‘Likes’. However, a ‘Like’ is a poor form of engagement; this type of 
participation in the content is indicative of little commitment, low intensity and minimal 
thought. The fact that the two posts with the most ‘Likes’ contain a direct call in their 
respective texts for users to ‘Like’ them confirms that the ‘Like’ as an action characterised by 
little commitment, which is purely emotional and unthinking. This may even bring the quality 
of engagement into question. Orders such as “Click on ‘Like’ to welcome the athletes of the 
world!” match this profile. ‘Like’-based interaction with the public is the one that bears the 
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closest resemblance to the relationship between old mass media and users (Fernández Peña & 
Ramajo, 2014:163). If we focus on the images that account for the highest number of 
‘Shares’, the common denominators seem to be their spectacular nature and visual impact. 
Regarding ‘Comments’, it is harder to establish a pattern. 

By analysing the content that generated higher levels of engagement, we were able to observe 
the (social) mediatisation of the Olympic event on Facebook, the SNS with the highest 
number of active users. In our view, a very significant fact is that this content does not, in the 
majority of cases, reflect that people are following the competition, but instead that users are 
paying attention to its spectacular nature, to celebrities and to amusing stories. As an example 
of the power of amusing – and even comical – stories to foster the public’s participation, we 
would point out that the photo of the diver Qin Kai appears among the top posts with the 
most ‘Likes’ and ‘Shares’ of the entire Olympics. Having read the users’ ‘Comments’ on this 
particular photo, we found that most of them were light-hearted reactions. 

At the same time, the opening and closing ceremonies attract much of the users’ attention. It 
is with good reason that Moragas Spà et al. (1995) pointed out that “the ceremonies are a 
principal means through which the IOC becomes visible and meaningful to mass audiences, 
distinguishing it from other sports agencies, and thereby helping to maintain its authority and 
leadership in the sport movement” (Moragas Spà et al., 1995:345). 

The other topic that arouses the greatest interest is that of celebrity athletes – Michael Phelps 
and Oscar Pistorius, among others. Here, once again, we find that there is an association 
between the public’s participation in Facebook and the Olympic heroes that arouse the 
greatest interest among television viewers in the United States and across the globe (Billings, 
2008; Fernández Peña et al., 2010). 

Particularly noteworthy is the fact that 60.8% of the people who actively participated in the 
page were women. This predominance of female participation is particularly striking in the 
United States. In fact, 65.1% of the people who interacted with “The Olympic Games” page 
were women, as shown in Table 2. In this respect, as we have already pointed out, other 
studies have shown that the general level of participation in Facebook is higher among 
women than among men (Hampton et al., 2011). Among all Americans with an Internet 
presence in 2012, 62% of men and 72% of women had Facebook accounts (Duggan & 
Brenner, 2013). Women also have a greater tendency to ‘Like’ posts (Joiner et al., 2014). In 
the case of users whose language setting was English, the percentage of active women was 
significantly higher than the average for those with other language settings. 

Such a high percentage of female participation in the case of the English language (American 
variant) might also be explained by the “female” profile of the free-to-air programming that 
the NBC network traditionally offers during the Olympic Games. As Billings (2008:34) has 
pointed out: 
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The most prominent characteristic of Olympic programming agenda setting is the focus on 
women viewers, which is starkly unique compared to any other sporting telecast. Women 
now constitute 55 percent of all Olympic viewers, but this trend has been very steady for 
decades. 

In this case, television programming adapted to female tastes during the Olympic Games 
would clearly reinforce the greater tendency for American women than American men to 
have Facebook accounts and to participate using ‘Like’. This explanation would support the 
idea, referred to above, that Facebook is an extension of audio-visual media agenda setting; it 
is an interaction medium that complements television. 

The data, showing a female predominance in English, contrast with those for people whose 
Facebook language settings are French, German and Thai. In these three languages, the level 
of participation is higher among men: in French, 51% of active participants are male and 
48.5% female; in German, 51.6% are male and 48.1% female; and in Thai, 52.6% are male 
and 47.1% are female. As shown in Table 2, female participation predominates in all other 
languages, consistent with the higher number of women on Facebook. There are, therefore, 
two trends when it comes to participation. On the one hand, English-speaking countries with 
a higher level of female participation (higher than 60%), associated with the higher number of 
women than men on Facebook, particularly in the United States. Female participation also 
tends to outweigh in the vast majority of other languages, albeit with smaller differences than 
in the English-speaking case. On the other hand, it is interesting to note that in the cases of 
French, German and Thai, men interacted more than women with "The Olympic Games" 
page. While it is not possible for us to explain the reasons for these differences in this study, 
they may be associated with the level of language knowledge by gender in some of these 
countries, or with cultural differences that are difficult to figure out from the data available. 

Regarding the language of interactions with “The Olympic Games” page, there is a clear 
dominance of English (American and British), which is used by the majority of people 
actively participating in “The Olympic Games” page, namely 74.6% of the total, or three out 
of every four. Clearly, this is due to two factors. The first is that the vast majority (151 out of 
155) of the posts published by the IOC were in this language. In addition, among these 
percentages, there are almost certainly people whose Facebook language setting is English 
despite the fact that they do not live in the United States or the United Kingdom. Therefore, 
as a consequence of using these Facebook data and Netvizz, it is only possible to make 
reference to language/cultural profiles and not to geographical countries, because Netvizz is 
unable to geolocate the real origin of Facebook users with an active behaviour. Albeit to a 
lesser extent compared to the first, the second factor is that, in the case of the United 
Kingdom, the Olympic Games host country, its citizens would have tended to participate 
more actively in an initiative and in media connected with “their” Olympic Games. Both the 
pace of increase in the number of fans and the high level of participation of American women 
seem to be indicative of the fact that Facebook is a medium that is complementary, that is to 
say, subordinate to television. Whereas television constructs the reality of the Olympic 
Games, Facebook becomes a medium associated with the reality constructed by television 
and with its agenda-setting ability. Facebook is a participation tool available to television 
viewers influenced by the audiences produced by television, as the data for the United States 
and the United Kingdom seem to suggest. 
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At this point, we consider it relevant to compare the interactions analysed (‘Likes’, 
‘Comments’ and ‘Shares’) to the conception of engagement as a cognitive and affective link 
to the values and attributes of a brand or product (Mollen & Wilson, 2010). In this respect, to 
assert that the actions of Facebook users are representative of the link to the values and 
attributes of the Olympic Movement is careless, to say the least. Considering these 
reflections, it seems logical to wonder whether we are placing too much importance on these 
indicators by focusing most of our analysis on them. In other words, what value do ‘Likes’, 
‘Comments’ and ‘Shares’ really have? The answer to this question is undoubtedly beyond the 
objectives of and methodology used in this study. Nevertheless, we do believe that it is 
interesting to underscore that these actions fulfil the function of activating the apparatus of 
content visibility in the sense that they activate the system of notifications and content 
posting, and that they are indicative of the level of scope and spread of such content (Gerlitz 
& Helmond, 2013; Coromina & Prado, 2015). 

LIMITATIONS AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

The very nature of the actions, which make up what we understand as engagement on 
Facebook, hinders the task of drawing conclusions beyond a measurement of participation in 
strictly quantitative terms. The differences in nuance and distinctions between the various 
categories of engagement seem minimal. Thus, ‘Likes’ should not be considered much more 
than an indicator of content popularity. Because of their ability to spread information beyond 
the container that a Facebook fan page represents, ‘Shares’ reflect content transcendence and 
scope. A detailed analysis of ‘Comment’ content would almost certainly enable us to 
incorporate a qualitative nuance and shed light on how users become pure senders of 
communication. We would therefore suggest this line of research for future studies, whose 
aim will be to perform a more in-depth qualitative analysis. Similarly, we believe that it is 
important to establish some type of formula to rebalance the real weight of each of these three 
indicators. The problem with any study based solely on data extraction is that it inevitably 
comes up against the difficulty of coping with the complexity (Morin, 2011) inherent to the 
public’s participation, because any quantitative view is a simplification of the analysed facts. 

Another important limitation exist in the fact that our object of study – “The Olympic 
Games” fan page and the content posted on it – represents a small portion of the content 
posted on Facebook about the Olympic event, as most of the users’ activity is likely to have 
occurred on their personal timelines. Therefore, it is important to note that these observations 
and conclusions are limited to the IOC’s ability to generate content on its own page and, by 
so doing, to generate user engagement in a very constrained environment. 

In this respect, the IOC has a great opportunity to expand its fan community on SNSs by 
translating its posts into languages other than English because, as we have seen, targeting an 
English-speaking audience seems to hamper its ability to reach other audiences and enable 
interaction with non-English speakers. Nevertheless, the significant volume of users that 
interacts with its content represents a privileged situation for spreading Olympic culture. The 
design of SNS strategies in conjunction with TOP sponsors, broadcasting rights holders, 
national committees, federations, athletes and Olympic volunteers may also help to spread 
Olympic culture and its positive values. 
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